The EuroSys conference series brings together professionals from academia and industry. It has a strong focus on systems research and development: operating systems, database systems, real-time systems, and middleware for networked, distributed, parallel, or embedded computing systems. EuroSys has become a premier forum for discussing various issues of systems software research and development, including implications related to hardware and applications.

The conference will span four days: associated workshops and tutorials on the first day will be followed by a three-day technical program with a single track of refereed papers (highly selective, with a typical acceptance rate below 20%). EuroSys has historically attracted between 280 and 330 participants. To learn more about EuroSys 2021, including organizers, topics, location, and schedule, please consult the Web site at http://eurosys2021.org/.

The ACM and the Special Interest Group on Operating Systems seek corporate support of our conferences. Recent sponsors include:

- Cisco
- Microsoft
- Uber
- VMware
- IBM
- Intel
- Oracle
- ARM
- Google
- Amazon
- Red Hat
- Huawei
- Apple
- Facebook
- Hewlett Packard

There are various options for participating as a sponsor and we welcome the opportunity to discuss which one is best for you. Please see the sponsorship opportunities below for examples of ways you can participate, or feel free to contact us to discuss a custom package.

The name of all sponsors will appear in the official program and in the proceedings, together with their level of sponsorship (diamond, platinum, gold, silver, or bronze). The logos of the sponsors will be published on the official Web site in the list of sponsors with a hyperlink.

**Diamond Sponsor**  
Starting at GBP 15,000  
This package includes 4 conference registrations, space available to have a booth in a prime location within the venue, brief airtime at the conference opening, brief airtime at the banquet, designated banquet, logo or name visibility (web, print, email, on-site), possibility of supplying giveaways or swag, and 4 company-provided promotion items in each tote-bag.

**Platinum Sponsor**  
Starting at GBP 12,000  
This package includes 3 conference registrations, space available to have a booth, brief airtime at a special event, designated welcome reception or poster session, logo or name visibility (web, print, email, on-site), possibility of supplying giveaways or swag, and 3 company-provided promotion items in each tote-bag.

**Gold Sponsor**  
Starting at GBP 9,000  
This package includes 2 conference registrations, small display space for brochures or flyers, designated lunch break, logo or name visibility (web, print, email, on-site), possibility of supplying giveaways or swag, and 2 company-provided promotion items in each tote-bag.

**Silver Sponsor**  
Starting at GBP 6,000  
This package includes 1 conference registration, designated coffee break, logo or name visibility (web, print, email, on-site), possibility of supplying giveaways or swag, and 1 company-provided promotion item in each tote-bag.

**Bronze Sponsor**  
Starting at GBP 3,000  
This package includes logo or name visibility (web, print, email, on-site).

In addition to funding the conference and associated events, your sponsorship will also enable us to continue funding the EuroSys student grant program, and support the future of the industry by helping the next generation of practitioners, developers, and researchers participate in this important event. All student grant applications are reviewed and selected by the EuroSys association.

If your organization is interested in sponsoring EuroSys 2021, please contact the sponsorship chairs at sponsorship-2021@eurosys.org.
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